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The paper describes the possibility of producing a focused parametric X-ray radiation (PXR) without applying any special X-ray 

optics. The PXR is emitted by relativistic charged particles that are channeling along a bent crystal. The PXR emitted from the whole 

length of the bent crystal is brought into focus. Some properties of focused PXR are estimated for typical experimental conditions, its 

possible applications are discussed. Besides, the feasibility of diffraction of parametric X-ray radiation emitted by relativistic 

particles in a bent crystal is described for the first time. The PXR generated at one set of crystallographic planes may be diffracted by 

another set of crystallographic planes in the same bent crystal. In the example being, the PXR is emitted in the backward direction 

and undergoes diffraction at a right angle. After diffraction, the PXR escapes from the thin crystal and becomes focused. Some 

properties of the diffracted focused PXR are estimated for typical experimental conditions. The experiment for observation of 

focused non-diffracted and diffracted PXR is proposed. Application of focused PXR for online control of the bent crystal and paricle

beam state and the bent crystal alignment is proposed. Besides, possibilities for diffraction, extraction and focusing of crystal 

undulator radiation, as well as focusing of channeling radiation from a bent crystal are proposed. The installation of X-ray detector(s) 

in the vicinity of Bragg direction(s) is proposed in forthcoming experiments with crystalline undulator for observation of undulator 

radiation and online control of the undulator and particle beam state and also undulator alignment. 

KEY WORDS: parametric X-ray radiation, channeling radiation, crystal undulator radiation, diffraction of X-rays, bent crystal, 

channeling particles, focusing of X-rays, virtual images, focusing of channeling radiation, focusing of crystal undulator radiation. 

The possibility of steering charged particle motion by a bent crystal has first been predicted by Tsyganov [1]. The 

steering can be realized for the particles which are traveling through a long bent crystal in the channeling regime [2]. 

The channeling particles may be deflected, if the crystal is bent smoothly enough. Experiments on proton beam 

deflection, focusing and extraction by bent crystals have been performed, e.g., in Gatchina [3]  at proton beam energy 1 

GeV, Serpukhov at 70 GeV [4,5], CERN at 120 GeV [6] and at 450 GeV [7,8], Fermilab at 900 GeV [9]. The steering 

of positive particles at planar channeling is most effective (see, e.g., [7] ). Bent crystals of about several centimeters in 

length are generally used in the experiments. The crystals seem to be convenient for production, diffraction, extraction 

and focusing of parametric X-ray radiation (PXR), channeling radiation (ChR) and crystal undulator radiation (CUR) 

generated by channeling relativistic particles.  

The first theoretical predictions of the PXR one can find e.g. in [10-12]. Experimental studies on the PXR from 

relativistic electrons moving through a thin crystal have been performed since 1985 to gain an insight into the PXR 

properties and to develop a new source of a quasimonochromatic polarized X-ray beam. The PXR has its maximum 

intensity in the vicinity of the Bragg direction relative to the crystallographic plane (PXR reflection). The PXR 

reflection from crystals was observed and investigated at electron beam energies ranging from a few MeV to several 

GeV, and at PXR energies from a few keV to hundreds of keV. The validity of kinematic theory [11] for the description 

of PXR properties has been demonstrated in the most of related publications. General information about the nature, 

properties and investigations of the PXR, as well as references to original papers can be found, e.g., in reviews [13-16]. 

The experiments on observation of PXR from protons has been described in [17,34]. The idea about generation of 

focused PXR from a bent crystal has been proposed in [18,28]. 

In the present paper we will describe the possibility of focusing the PXR generated in a bent crystal by channeling 

particles and consider some of its properties. Besides, the consideration will be given to the diffraction and focusing of 

PXR emitted in the backward direction in bent crystal. The experiment will be proposed for observation of focused 

(both non-diffracted and diffracted) PXR. In the end, we will briefly discuss the possibilities for extraction and focusing 

of CUR and ChR generated by channeling positrons in a crystal. 

HOW TO FOCUS THE PXR 

Let us suppose that relativistic charged particles are moving along a bent crystalline plate in the channeling 

regime, as it is shown in Fig. 1. The bent crystal is cylindrical in shape, R  being the radius, and f  is the axis of the 

cylinder. The particles are channeling along the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector g . We 

will consider the PXR reflections from crystallographic planes aligned at 45  relative to the particle trajectory and 

perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 1a. These crystallographic planes are denoted by the reciprocal lattice vectors 1g  and 

2g . The PXR reflections from the planes are going perpendicularly to the particle trajectory and the crystalline plate 
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surface. The PXR reflections from 1g  are going from the whole plate to the axis f , or, in other words, the PXR 

reflections are focused. The PXR reflections from 2g  are going in opposite directions, i.e., from the axis f . Thus, the 

PXR generated on the crystallographic planes 1g  in the whole bent crystal will be collected (focused) on the axis f .

Fig. 1.  Production of focused PXR by particles channeling in a bent crystalline plate. 

Side and front views are shown at the left (a) and right (b) respectively. The particle beam is indicated by arrows p . The particles 

are channeling along the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector g . The single-crystal plate is cylindrical in 

shape with a radius of curvature R  around the axis f . The wavy lines with arrows show the direction of radiation propagation at the 

maxima of the PXR reflections. The PXR reflections from the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 1g  are 

focused at points 1F  and 2F  on the axis f . The PXR reflections from the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice 

vector 2g  are going in opposite directions and form virtual images of points 1F  and 2F . The PXR focused at points 1F  and 2F  is 

linearly polarized practically in the plane of Fig. 1b. 

The Huygens-Fresnel construction for formation of the PXR from a perfect crystal may be found in [14,16]. Here, 

Fig. 2 shows the Huygens-Fresnel construction for formation and focusing of the PXR wavetrain from a bent crystal. 

The spherical wavefronts are going from the points, where the particle crosses the crystallographic planes denoted by 

the reciprocal lattice vector 1g . They are going to the focuses with a phase difference divisible by 2  and form the 

PXR wavetrain. For brevity, here we call such formation as the PXR focusing. Evidently, that the PXR energy 

(frequency) in the radial direction is the same as the energy (frequency) for the PXR at a right angle to the particle 

beam, 1

2

V g
E .

Fig. 2. The Huygens-Fresnel construction for focusing of the PXR wave train. 
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Spherical surfaces of equal phase (spherical wave fronts) are going from the points, where the channeling particle crosses the 

crystallographic planes 
1
g . Parts of spherical wavefronts are shown on the radial lines R at the moment, when the particle is at the 

end of the right arrow p . The wave train of length 
V

cL
l  with the wave length  

1

22

Vg

c
 and the number of periods 

22

1Lgn  is focused in the vicinity of axis f . Besides, the backward-going PXR is generated on the crystallographic planes 

denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 3g . It is shown by a horizontal wavy line with the arrow. Then it is diffracted on the 

crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 2g  and is focused at the axis f .

From the classical point of view, the train of PXR waves arrives at the focus. The direction of train propagation 

changes within the small angle 
L

R
. The relative natural PXR spectral peak width may be estimated as 

1
~

nat

E

E n
,

where n  is a number of crystallographic planes crossed by the particle, that is equal to the number of wavelengths in 

the train.  

From the quantum point of view, the PXR quantum can arrive at the focus on the axis f  for the time 
L

t
V

 of 

the particle motion through the crystal. In this case, the PXR spectral peak width may be estimated from the Heisenberg 

principle ~E t . With the use of the expression for the PXR frequency, this principle gives 
1

~
2

E

E n
. Thus, the 

classical and quantum approaches give practically the same, very narrow relative natural spectral peak width of about 

1

n
. However, in a real experiment, the broadening of the PXR spectral peak width should be due to a limited angular 

resolution of the both detector and the whole experiment, to a non-ideal cylindrical shape of the crystal, radiation of 

non-channeling particles and other experimental factors.  

The properties of the PXR reflection generated at a right angle to the particle beam in thin crystals have been 

studied in several papers. The image of the whole PXR reflection at a right angle to the particle beam was first observed 

in [19], its polarization was considered in [20], and a detailed structure of the angular distribution of yield was studied 

in [21]. The shape of the angular distribution of the yield may be found, e.g., in figures of [19, 21, 16]. The shape of 

angular distribution of linear polarization directions in the PXR reflection at the right angle to the particle trajectory 

may be found, e.g., in figures of [20, 16].  

The angular distribution of the PXR yield in the reflection at a right angle to the particle trajectory has two 

maxima in the plane of Fig. 1b. Therefore the PXR will be focused at two points 1F  and 2F  in the axis f  at an angular 

distance of about 
12 eff  one from another. Here, eff  is the effective relativistic factor in the medium [16] with the Ter-

Mikaelian density effect taken into account, 
1 2

0eff , where  is the relativistic factor of incident particles, 

0  is the dielectric susceptibility of the medium. The PXR is linearly polarized in the vicinity of points 1F  and 2F .

The linear polarization direction is practically in the plane of Fig. 1b. Thus, the focused PXR is linearly polarized in the 

plane of Fig. 1b.  The size of the PXR spots focused around the points 1F  and 2F , is about  
1~ eff R . The PXR energy 

(frequency) in the vicinity of points 1F  and 2F  varies as 
b

E E
R

 with a shift of the observation point at a distance 

b  from the axis f  in the horizontal direction, and remains unchanged at shifts of the observation point along the f

axis [11, 16, 21].

Apart from the PXR emission, the particles moving through the crystalline plate ionize the crystal atoms, and thus 

make them emit the characteristic X-ray radiation (CXR). The CXR is isotropic and not focused, but it exists at points 

1F  and 2F , too. 

Further, the backward-going PXR should be focused at the same points 1F  and 2F . This radiation is generated by 

channeling particles at the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 3g  in Fig. 2. It propagates in 

the vicinity of the angle 180  to the particle trajectory and is shown by a horizontal wavy line with the arrow in Fig. 2. 

At a certain path length, the PXR frequency will satisfy the Bragg condition for the crystallographic planes 2g .

Therefore, a part of the backward-going PXR polarized in the plane of Fig. 1b will undergo the Bragg diffraction. The 

direction of propagation of diffracted PXR is shown by a wavy line with the arrow along the radius R of the crystal 
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curvature in Fig. 2. Thus, a part of backward PXR will be focused in the vicinity of the same points  1F  and 2F .  The 

energy, the linear polarization and the spot size of diffracted backward PXR focused around the points 1F  and 2F  are 

practically the same as in the case of non-diffracted PXR. 

ESTIMATION OF SOME PROPERTIES OF FOCUSED PXR 

To understand the main features of focused PXR, let us estimate them for typical experimental conditions. As an 

example, we have performed calculations for 70 and 450 GeV protons channeling along the crystallographic plane 

(110) with the reciprocal lattice vector 110g  (see Fig. 1) in the Si single-crystal plate, 0.5 mm in thickness and 

L 5 cm in length, with the radius of curvature R 5 m. The PXR reflections under consideration are generated at the 

crystallographic planes parallel to the ones denoted by the reciprocal lattice vectors 1 100g  and 2 010g .

The calculations were performed using formulae from [14, 16, 24], derived within the framework of the Ter-Mikaelian 

theory [11]. The focused PXR reflections arrive at the points 1F  and 2F  from the crystallographic planes having a 

nonzero structure factor parallel to (100), these are the (400), (800), (12 00) planes. The PXR reflections from higher-

index planes have substantially lower yields. The PXR reflections from similar crystallographic planes, that are parallel 

to (010) , are going in opposite directions from the axis f . They form virtual images of focal points 1F  and 2F .

The 110  axis is aligned along the proton beam in the above-considered example. To avoid axial channeling in 

the experiment, one has to provide misorientation of the crystal lattice in the (110) plane for a small angle, which is 

somewhat larger than the critical channeling angle. The critical channeling angle for the Si single crystal at proton 

energies of 70 and 450 GeV is about 
52.4 10  and 

51 10  radian, respectively [2]. The main features of PXR 

emission, the positions of points 1F , 2F , and the properties of focused PXR will change only slightly at such a small 

misorientation. 

The PXR properties are functions of the relativistic factor of the incident particle and the absolute value of particle 

charge [11, 14, 24]. Therefore, the results of present calculations might be valid for 38 and 245 MeV positrons and 

electrons, which have the same relativistic factors. However, the motion of these particles in a long crystal can differ 

from the motion of protons. For example, a significant part of high-energy protons can move through a long bent crystal 

in the channeling regime [2-9]. But electrons strongly scatter at channeling. So far as we know, there have been no 

publications about experimental research on channeling of positrons in bent crystals and on generation of PXR by 

positrons in any crystals. 

ESTIMATION OF SOME PROPERTIES OF CXR 

The yield of CXR at 1.74 keV due to K-shell ionization of Si atoms by 70 and 450 GeV protons was estimated in 

accordance with the recommendations from [26]. In the calculations, the K-shell ionization cross section for Si atoms 

was taken to be 1654 and 1946 barn. These cross section values were calculated for 38 and 245 MeV electrons having 

the relativistic factor identical to that of 70 and 450 GeV protons. The effect of channeling was not taken into account in 

the present estimation of the CXR yield, as it is not expected to be very significant at high particle energies (see [26]).  

All calculations were performed for a uniform distribution of protons in the crystalline plate thickness. The 

radiation excited by channeling protons is going to the points 1F  and 2F  across the plate, and is attenuated by the Si 

crystal. The attenuation of PXR and CXR in the plate was taken into account in the calculations.  

ESTIMATION OF SOME PROPERTIES OF BACKWARD-GOING DFFRACTED FOCUSED PXR

Particles generate the backward-going PXR at the crystallographic planes with non-zero structure factors 

(440),(880),(1212 0)  that are perpendicular to the particle trajectory and parallel to the ones denoted by the 

reciprocal lattice vector 3g  in Fig. 2. The maximum yield in the PXR reflection is at the angle 
1

eff  relative to the 

tangent to the particle trajectory. The radiation energy in the maximum of the PXR reflection is 
1

3

02

eff

PXR

c g
E . As the 

radiation propagates through the bent crystal it will reach the region, where it will be diffracted by the crystallographic 

planes (040),(080),(012 0)  (they are parallel to the ones denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 2g ) toward of 

cylinder axis, as the Bragg condition will be fulfilled. The angular distance between the regions, where the PXR is 

emitted and then diffracted, is about 

2

2

eff
. This means that the backward-going PXR from the crystallographic planes 

(440),(880),(1212 0)  will be diffracted by the crystallographic planes (040),(080),(012 0)  toward the axis f
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after covering backward path of about 507, 463, 455 m at a proton energy of 70 GeV and 69, 25, 17 m at a proton 

energy of 450 GeV respectively. 

Only the PXR with its polarization direction parallel to the plane of Fig. 1b will be diffracted. Thus, backward 

PXR polarized in the plane of Fig. 1b will be extracted and focused in the vicinity of points 1F  and 2F . The 

attenuation of PXR over the path in a backward direction reduces the PXR intensity. The energies are practically equal, 

and the shapes of angular distributions are similar to the ones of the PXR generated at the crystallographic planes (400), 

(800), (12 00). The maximum possible yield of backward diffracted focused PXR at the focuses was estimated with 

taking into account the X-ray attenuation over tangent and radial paths in the crystal and on the assumption that all 

backward-going PXR is diffracted. 

The forward going (dynamic) PXR, as well as the synchrotron radiation and bremsstrahlung with linear 

polarization in the plane of Fig.2b can be diffracted by the crystallographic planes (400),(800),(12 00)  to the same 

focuses. 

RESULTS

The results of calculations for non-diffracted PXR and CXR are presented in Table 1. The X-ray radiation 

spectrum at points 1F  and 2F  has four spectral peaks in the 1.7 – 19.4 keV energy range, this being convenient for 

registration by standard X-ray spectrometric detectors. The peak at 1.74 keV is due to a non-focused non-polarized 

CXR, which is produced mainly by protons moving in a 13.3 m layer at a concave side of the plate. This layer 

thickness is determined by X-ray attenuation in the Si crystal (see Table 1). Thus, only a little part of the total number 

of protons passing through the plate produces the CXR that reaches the points 1F  and 2F . The other spectral peaks are 

due to a focused polarized PXR. The spectral peaks of focused PXR at E 6.46, 12.91, 19.37 keV are produced 

mainly by protons moving in the 37 m layer at a concave side of the plate, in the 270 m layer at the same side of the 

plate, and in almost the whole crystal plate thickness, respectively. 

The calculated data on the backward-going diffracted focused PXR are presented in Table 2. The energy, 

polarization and positions of focuses are practically identical to the ones for the non-diffracted focused PXR. It be seen 

from Table 2 that diffracted PXR intensity is much lower than the intensity of non-diffracted PXR at a proton energy of 

70 GeV. However, the intensities become comparable at a proton energy of 450 GeV, especially for high-order PXR 

reflections. Therefore, the yield of focused PXR in high-order reflections at high proton energies may be increased due 

to the contribution from the diffracted backward PXR.  

The radiation sources for different spectral peaks are specifically distributed across the crystal thickness. 

Therefore, the measurements and analysis of relative intensities of spectral peaks may give the estimates of beam proton 

distribution within the thickness of the crystal. The measurements can be done for the whole crystal plate or for its 

separate part, provided that other parts of the plate are screened, and the X-ray detector can see only this separate part of 

the crystal. The CXR from the 13.3 m  layer at a convex side of the bent crystal may be registered by an X-ray 

detector installed opposite to the convex side of the bent crystal. The CXR intensities at both sides of the crystal should 

be close to each other, as the CXR is isotropic and non-focused.  

The angular divergence (convergence) of focused PXR may be controlled by varying the radius of curvature R  of 

the bent crystal. Therefore, we have an X-ray source of several centimeters in size, with a provided smooth varying of 

the divergence (convergence). Such a monochromatic source of polarized X-rays with a smooth variation of divergence 

may be useful for calibration of large-aperture X-ray equipment, for example, X-ray space telescopes [27]. The 

divergence (convergence) of  PXR reflections from channeling particles is /L R  in the plane of Fig. 1a. 

The experiment on observation of focused PXR may be performed at a facility with a crystal bent for steering the 

proton beam having the channeling particles intensity of about or above 
710 /p s . It can be seen from Table 1 that all 

spectral peaks have comparable intensities at a proton energy of 450 GeV, and thus, can be measured simultaneously by 

a spectrometric X-ray detector. The intensity of high-order spectral peaks decreases with decrease in the proton energy 

down to 70 GeV, but the low-index peaks still may be observed in the experiment [28]. 

The X-ray detector, being about 1 cm2 square, should be installed at the point 1F  or 2F  on the axis f . The PXR 

from non-channeled particles can be rejected by registering X-rays in coincidence with the particles that have passed 

through the bent crystal in the channeling regime. There should be a vacuum connection between the bent crystal and 

the X-ray detector in order to observe soft X-rays, because of their attenuation in air. The X-rays of energies 1.74 and 

6.46 will be absorbed practically completely over a distance of 5 m in air. However, observation of higher-energy 

focused PXR is possible in air. The X-rays of energies 12.91 and 19.37 keV will be attenuated by factors of about 0.23 

and 0.60, respectively, within 5 m in dry air. The energies of all spectral peaks are practically independent of incident 

relativistic particle energy. Yet, their intensities can increase (decrease) with an increasing (decreasing) incident proton 

energy [14, 24]. 
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Table 1. Properties of CXR and focused PXR induced by 70 and 450 GeV protons channeling along crystallographic 

planes (110) in a bent Si single-crystal plate.  

Radiation CXR Si PXR(400) PXR(800) PXR(12 00) 

Polarization No Linear Linear Linear 

E , keV 1.74 6.46 12.91 19.37 

natEE )/( 91084.3 91092.1 91028.1

DEE )/( 3102 3102 3102

eT in Si, m 13.3 37 270 865 

Protons

70 GeV 

1
eff

- 21042.1 21036.1 21035.1

mmF , - 142 136 135 

pcm

quanta
I

2
,

71065.1 81056.9 81086.1 91055.1

Protons

450 GeV

1
eff

- 31024.5
31018.3 31063.2

mmF , - 52.4 31.8 26.3 

pcm

quanta
I

2
,

71094.1 71090.6
71032.3 81098.3

The Si single-crystal plate is 0.5 mm in thickness and L 5 cm in length. The radius of crystal curvature is R 5 m. 

The origin of radiation (CXR or focused PXR from the labled crystallographic planes) and polarization properties of the 

radiation are given in the first and second lines of the table, where E  is the energy of spectral peaks of radiation, 

( / ) 1/natE E n  is the natural PXR spectral peak width on the axis f  for a point-like detector, ( / ) /DE E b R is 

the PXR spectral peak width for the horizontal size of the detector b 1 cm, eT  is the e -fold attenuation length of 

radiation having the energy E  in a Si single crystal, 
1

eff  is the inverse effective relativistic factor (for comparison, the 

inverse relativistic factor 
1
 for incident 70 and 450 GeV protons is 

21.34 10  and 
32.08 10 , respectively), F  is 

the distance between the points 1F  and 2F , I  is the number of quanta per proton per 
2cm at the points 1F  and 2F

with X-ray attenuation in the crystal taken into account for channeling protons randomly distributed within the 

thickness of the plate. 

Table 2. Some properties of backward-going diffracted and focused PXR induced by 70 and 450 GeV protons 

channeling along the crystallographic planes (110) in a bent Si single-crystal plate.  

Radiation

 from 3g
E , keV Diffraction

from 2g

Protons 70 GeV 

pcm

quanta
I

2
,

Protons 450 GeV 

pcm

quanta
I

2
,

PXR )044( 6.46 )040( 151030.3 81036.3

PXR )088( 12.91 )080( 101086.3 81056.3

PXR (1212 0) 19.37 (012 0) 111038.6 81078.2

The Si single-crystal plate is 0.5 mm in thickness and L 5 cm in length. The radius of crystal curvature is 5 m. The 

origin of backward radiation (PXR from the crystallographic plane) is given in the first column of the table, E  is the 

energy of spectral peaks of radiation, the backward-going PXR is diffracted in the crystallographic planes shown in the 

third column. I  is the estimated maximum number of quanta per proton per 
2cm at the points 1F  and 2F  of backward-

going diffracted and focused PXR. Attenuation of X-rays over backward and radial paths in the crystal is taken into 

account for channeling protons randomly distributed within the thickness of the plate. 
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DISCUSSION 

Let us discuss briefly some possibilities for diffraction, extraction and focusing of other kinds of radiation emitted 

by relativistic particles (positrons) channeling in a long crystal. Below we will suppose that the crystal length is 

comparable to the dechanneling length and will discuss radiation mainly from channeling particles only. 

Extraction of channeling radiation 

The Bragg diffraction of channeling  radiation (ChR) in one of the crystallographic planes of the same crystal, 

where the ChR is generated, has been considered first by Baryshevsy and Dubovskaya [35, 36, 12] and also in [37]  and 

more recently by Nitta et al. [25,38]. The diffraction may be used for extraction of the ChR from a long crystal. The 

scheme of the extraction is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the ChR of frequency ChR , equal to the Bragg frequency B  for the 

crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 1g , may be extracted from a long crystal before the ChR 

is attenuated. The diffracted and extracted channeling radiation (DChR) is accompanied by the ordinary PXR reflection 

that is generated by the same relativistic particles at the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 

1g . The equality of the channeling radiation frequency ChR  and the Bragg frequency B  may be provided by proper 

choice of the incident particles energy, crystal type and alignment.   

.
Fig.3. Extraction of channeling radiation from a perfect crystal. 

Positrons or other positive particles are channeling in a perfect crystal along the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal 

lattice vector g . They emit channeling radiation (ChR) going along the particle trajectory. A part of the ChR of frequency 
ChR

 is 

diffracted to the Bragg direction relative to the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 1g . The Bragg 

direction is shown by a dotted line. The diffraction is possible on the condition that 
BChR

, where 
B

 is the Bragg frequency 

for 1g . The angular distribution of ordinary PXR reflection of frequency close to 
B

 is shown schematically around the Bragg 

direction.  The angular distribution of diffracted and extracted DChR of frequency 
B

 is shown along the Bragg direction. 

Focusing of channeling radiation 

The channeling radiation, shown in Fig. 3, may be focused if the crystal is smoothly bent. As an example, Fig. 4 

shows the focusing of ChR extracted at a right angle from a cylindrically bent crystal. Positrons are channeling along 

the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector g . A part of channeling radiation with the 

frequency ChR  equal to the Bragg frequency B  and with the polarization in the plane of Fig. 4b is diffracted in the 

crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 1g  and focused at point 3F  on the axis of the crystal 

curvature f . Besides, the tail of ChR having the frequency somewhat below B  can appear on the left of the axis f

in Fig. 3a because of ChR diffraction at some distance from the particle trajectory. The ordinary PXR is focused at 

points 1F  and 2F , in much the same way as in Fig. 1. Note that the particle channeling in a bent crystal is pressed to 

outer wall of the channel by the centrifugal force that increases at reduction or the curvature radius. This leads to 

asymmetry conditions of the particle transverse motion.  Evidently, that radiation of the particle in a bent crystal have to 

be studied itself in more details both theoretically and experimentally.  
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Fig. 4. Focusing of channeling radiation. 

Positrons or other positive particles are channeling along the bent crystal in the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal 

lattice vector g . They emit channeling radiation of frequency 
BChR

along of particles trajectory (
B

 is the Bragg frequency 

relative to the crystallographic planes at 45  to the particle trajectory, that are denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector  1g ). The 

diffracted and extracted part of the channeling radiation (FChR) is focused at point 3F . The ordinary PXR reflection is focused at 

points 1F  and 2F  just as in Fig. 1. 

The PXR from a crystal undulator 

The crystalline undulator has been proposed in [39,40]. In recent years, significant efforts have been in progress to 

observe the crystal undulator radiation (see, e.g. [29-31] and references therein). In experiments, relativistic particles 

have to move in the channeling regime along a periodically bent crystal and emit undulator radiation in the forward 

direction, as is shown in Fig. 5. We would like to draw attention to the fact that besides of the crystal undulator 

radiation (CUR), the particles should emit a number of PXR reflections in the vicinity of the Bragg directions of 

different crystallographic planes of the same crystal. The PXR should be rather intense, as it is generated in a long 

crystal. The observation of the PXR and characteristic X-rays at a significant observation angle may be useful for exact 

alignment of the crystal undulator and for diagnostics in the experiment. The PXR train should be frequency and phase 

modulated because of the periodical modulation of a crystal lattice orientation in the undulator. 

Fig. 5. Generation of PXR reflections from the crystal undulator 

Positrons or other positive particles are channeling in a perfect crystal along the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal 

lattice vector g . The channeling particle emits crystal undulator radiation (CUR) in the forward direction. Besides, it emits PXR 

reflections in Bragg directions relative to different crystallographic planes of the crystal undulator. Only two sets of crystallographic

planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vectors 1g  and 2g as well as the related Bragg directions and PXR reflections are shown in 

the figure. 
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Diffraction and extraction of crystal undulator radiation 

It is obvious from Fig. 5 that the crystal undulator radiation is going through the long crystal and may be 

attenuated significantly. Therefore it would be of interest to extract the CUR through the side of the undulator. This may 

be done provided that the CUR frequency is equal to the Bragg frequency for one of the crystallographic planes, 

CUR B
, where 

B
 is the Bragg frequency. In this case, the CUR will be diffracted and extracted from the undulator 

in Bragg direction similarly to the case of channeling radiation shown in Fig. 3. The exact tuning of CUR frequency 

may be provided by a correct choice of the incident particle energy. The angular positions of the PXR reflection, and of 

diffracted and extracted crystal undulator radiation (DCUR) are shown in Fig. 6. Note that the frequency band of 

extracted CUR may be proportional to the amplitude of the periodical crystal bend, as the Bragg condition should vary 

periodically, according to the crystal lattice curvature. The equality of the undulator radiation frequency 
CUR

 and the 

Bragg frequency B  may be provided by proper choice of the incident particles energy, crystalline undulator period,  

the type and alignment of the crystal. 

Fig. 6. Extraction of undulator radiation from the crystal undulator. 

Positrons or other positive particles are channeling in a perfect crystal along the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal 

lattice vector g .  The diffracted and extracted crystal undulator radiation (DCUR) is going in the Bragg direction, and the PXR 

reflection is around the Bragg direction for the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 1g . The frequency of 

CUR
CUR

 should satisfy to Bragg condition for these crystallographic planes, 
CUR B

.

Focusing of crystal undulator radiation 

In some cases, the extracted CUR may be focused similarly to the above-described focusing of channeling 

radiation. The focusing of extracted CUR is possible from a smoothly bent crystal undulator. To exemplify, Fig. 7 

shows the focusing of CUR extracted at a right angle from a cylindrically bent crystal undulator. Positrons are 

channeling along the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector g . A part of the CUR with 

frequency CUR  equal to the Bragg frequency B ,
CUR B

, is diffracted in the crystallographic planes denoted by 

the reciprocal lattice vector 1g  and is focused at the point 3F  on the axis f  of the crystal curvature. Besides, the CUR 

tail of frequency somewhat below B  may appear on the left of the axis f  in Fig. 7a due to diffraction of CUR at 

some distance from the particle trajectory. The ordinary PXR is focused at points 1F  and 2F , just as in Fig. 1. The 

focused PXR train will possess the periodical frequency and phase modulation with the period /T l V , where l  the 

crystal undulator period and V is the particle velocity. 

About polarization and focusing  of  ChR and CUR 

Note that the focusing by the schemes shown in Figs. 4, 7 is optimal for focusing of radiation polarized in the 

plane of Figs. 4b, 7b because the reflectivity at Bragg angle / 4   is high for X-rays polarized perpendicularly to the 

diffraction plane and low for X-rays polarized in the diffraction plane. However ChR and CUR should be polarized 

mainly in the plane of Fig. 4a and 7a that is parallel to the diffraction plane. Thus, coplanar schemes shown in Figs. 4, 7 

only illustrate the idea but they are not optimal for focusing of ChR and CUR.  The focusing for radiation with 

polarization parallel to the curvature plane in Figs. 4a, 7a may be provided if we will choice another alignment of the set 

of crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 1g . In this case the diffraction plane can be aligned at 

arbitrary angle to the radiation linear polarization plane. Such scheme will be described in our next publication. 
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Fig. 7. Diffraction, extraction and focusing of crystal undulator radiation. 

Positrons or other positive particles are channeling along a cylindrically bent crystal undulator in the crystallographic planes denoted 

by the reciprocal lattice vector g . They emit the CUR of frequency 
BCUR

  along of particles trajectory (
B

is the Bragg 

frequency relative to the crystallographic planes at 45  to the particle trajectory, that are denoted by the reciprocal lattice vector 

1g ). The diffracted and extracted part of the crystal undulator radiation (DCUR) is focused at the point 3F at axis f . The ordinary 

PXR reflection is focused at points 1F  and 2F   just as in Fig. 1. 

CONCLUSION 

In the present work we proposed several ideas and considered in short possibilities for diffraction, extraction and 

focusing of different kinds of radiation of relativistic particle in bent crystal. In particular, we 

i. proposed the scheme for focusing of diffracted PXR, estimated main properties of diffracted focused PXR 

and compared them to properties of non-diffracted focused PXR described in [28].  

ii. proposed the scheme for focusing of channeling radiation in bent crystal. 

iii. proposed schemes for diffraction, extraction, and focusing of undulator radiation emitted from smoothly 

bent crystalline undulator. 

We propose application of both focused PXR and CXR for online control of the bent crystal state, particle beam 

state and bent crystal alignment. Spectrometric X-ray detector(s) can be installed in the vicinity of the crystal curvature 

axis to measure X-ray spectra at one of existing stations for steering of the proton beam. The system with bent crystal 

and X-ray detector(s) may be planned for installation at developing facilities with proton beam energy several GeV or 

more. X-ray spectra can provide information for diagnostics of a part (or whole) crystal state, including its alignment, 

shape and degradation of crystalline structure due to radiation damages. Absolute and relative intensities of CXR and 

PXR spectral peaks as well as other spectral information can be rather useful for control and diagnostics of bent crystal 

and particle beam. 

The PXR from non-channeling particle moving rectilinearly through bent crystal have to be focused at distance 

/ 2R  from concave side of the bent crystal and the yield of this PXR should exceed one from channeling particles 

described in the beginning of the paper. The focusing of PXR from non-channeling particles will be considered in more 

details in our next paper. Here we only note that simultaneous observation of focused PXR from channeling (at distance 

R  from bent crystal) and focused PXR from non-channeling particles (at distance / 2R  from crystal) would allow 

diagnostics of the particle beam fractions behavior in bent crystal.  

Focused PXR may be rather interesting as a unique source of focused coherent X-rays with huge coherent length 

/l cL V
coh

 equal to wave-train length that practically is equal to the crystal length L . The value of the coherent 

length may be several centimeters. The wave train can be modulated by variation of the crystal structure properties 

along the crystal. For example, the PXR wave-train from crystalline undulator have to be modulated due to undulator 

periodicity. 

Also, we propose to plan installation of X-ray detector(s) in the vicinity of Bragg direction(s) of crystalline 

undulator in forthcoming experimental research of crystal undulator radiation. Such detector(s) would allow control of 

the crystal undulator state and alignment and monitoring of measurements due to observation of PXR and characteristic 

X-ray radiation as well as observation of diffracted undulator and/or channeling radiation. The background radiation 

because of the bremsstrahlung in crystal undulator can be as a serious obstacle for observation and application of 

undulator radiation in forward direction. The spectrum of diffracted crystal undulator radiation should be free of  

bremsstrahlung as well as other kinds of radiation going in forward direction with different frequencies. The detector of 

diffracted crystal undulator radiation installed in the vicinity of the Bragg direction will not be overloaded by other 

kinds of radiation going in forward direction.  
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FINAL NOTES 

The present work has been preliminary reported and discussed at NATO Advanced Research Workshop 

“Advanced Photon Sources and Their Application”, Nor Hamberd, Armenia, August 29 – September 02, 2004 , see 

[32]. More recently, the diffraction, extraction and focusing of bremsstrahlung, coherent bremsstrahlung, and 

synchrotron radiation of relativistic particle from bent crystal have been proposed and discussed at meeting [33]. 
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